Soldiers of the American Revolution.......................... #Book-SAR
by Don Troiani
Includes dozens of photographs of original weapons, accouterments and every day items from British, French, German and American armies. These pieces of history are put into context using Troiani’s vivid paintings. Hardcover 182 pages.
#Book-SAR Soldiers of the American Revolution only $33.95

Collector’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American Revolution by George Neumann & Frank J. Kravic ......................#Book-CIEAR
This is the first book to present fully verified and authenticated pieces based on archaeological finds and written records. Pictured and described are more than 2,300 items: clothing, uniforms, axes, knives, pikes, firearms, ammunition, buttons, belts, canteens, tents, eating utensils and personal items of every kind. Essential reading for the American Revolutionary War buff. Softcover, 8-1/2 x 11” format.
#Book-CIEAR Encyclopedia of American Revolution only $27.99

French Soldier in Colonial America.............................#Book-FSCA
by Rene Chartrand
Uniforms, drums, flags, muskets, swords, bayonets, artillery, accoutrements and regimental histories. A superb introduction of colonial history of Canada, Louisiana, and Isle Royale, during the French Regime. Soft cover, 10 x 7” format, 40 pages, with 56 illustrations.
#Book-FSCA The French Soldier only $11.99

The Manual Exercise as Ordered by His Majesty in 1764
Edited by Mark R. Tully..............................................#Book-1764-ME
This “new and improved” version of the 1764 Manual draws on additional primary sources, in an attempt to clarify and standardize the basic drill used by 18th-century armies during the American War for Independence.
The basic positions needed for priming, loading, firing, and facing are clearly reproduced. Soft cover edition, with 21 pages.
#Book-1764-ME 1764 Manual Exercise only $ 3.50